Shape2BAKE® Teflon® Pan Liners
replace Silpats and Parchment Paper
Shape2BAKE® baking sheets / pan liners are not traditional Silpats; they are a new
product featuring a more non-stick surface and much faster heat transfer! They are
also a perfect reusable/recyclable replacement to parchment paper. Color is tan.
Finally, we produce an American improvement to the French Silpat! Unlike the thick
silicone Silpats, Shape2BAKE is made from a super durable TEFLON® polymer - for
the ultimate in non-stick and long life. Unlike Silpats, Shape2BAKE can be used on
both sides for longer life and functionality. Unlike Silpats, Shape2BAKE doesn't
insulate the oven's heat leaving uncooked product, overcooked top/edges and unbrowned bottoms.
Shape2BAKE is even thin enough that it can be cut to any size or shape with
scissors to custom fit your cookware (eliminate soaking and scrubbing by using
these cut-to-fit sheets to line cake pans, round pie tins, lasagna pans, roasting
pans, cookie sheets, mini toaster liners, microwave deck liners, skillets, egg
pans...everything in my kitchen). Try doing that with a Silpat! They can even be
used as an oven deck liner to eliminate the clean up of spills and carbonized debris
on the oven floor.
Cook healthy and save time and money by eliminating parchment paper, grease,
fats or oils when you bake, roast, cook or fry. Use Shape2BAKE when working with
sticky materials such as batter, taffy, caramel, pralines, or anything your
imagination allows. Go ahead and add all the sugar you like -- it won't stick -- and
Shape2BAKE will save you a mess! Shape2BAKE pan liners are thin and easy to
store either flat or rolled up.
Shape2BAKE liners were developed commercially for "Industrial" end users
including McDonalds, Mrs. Field's Cookies, Auntie Anne's Pretzels, Dunkin Donuts
and many more world-class commercial customers.
Shape2BAKE conforms to US regulations for food contact, and they are FDA, NSF®,
and even Kosher certified. They can be used at temperatures from -40°F to 482°F
(-40°C to 250°C) Typical life expectancy is 2,000 to 3,000 times. (Life of product
varies depending on use and maintenance).
Shape2BAKE pan liners are available in internationally recognized sheet pan sizes
but can be laser cut any shape or custom specifications.
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